19 October 2018

ATP RACE TO MILAN HEATS UP AS TAG HEUER BECOMES
OFFICIALTIMEKEEPER OF NEXT GEN ATP FINALS
MILAN, ITALY: Time is ticking away for the ATP’s top 21-and-under players to qualify for the Next Gen
ATP Finals, with less than two weeks remaining in the ATP Race to Milan. This year, renowned Swiss
watchmaker TAG Heuer is making a timely and welcome step forward in tennis by partnering with the
Italian Tennis Federation (FIT) to become the Official Watch and Timekeeper of the innovative seasonending event that showcases the future stars of the ATP World Tour.
TAG Heuer will join the Next Gen ATP Finals, beginning with this year’s event which will be held at the
Fiera Milano from November 6-10. The new partnership was revealed at a press conference in Milan on
Friday, attended by FIT President Angelo Binaghi, ATP Executive Chairman & President Chris Kermode,
and Dominic Wolz, TAG Heuer Sponsoring Director, and several local dignitaries.
As part of the new agreement, TAG Heuer, known for its major technical, aesthetic and commercial
revolutions throughout their almost 160 years of experience, will integrate Hawkeye Live Technology to a
TAG Heuer Connected watch that will be provided to all umpires officiating during the tournament. TAG
Heuer will also provide the on-court clock and the Shot Clock.
TAG Heuer’s involvement with the 25-second Shot Clock is a natural fit for a company that partners with
the most intense and most thrilling sporting events across the globe to clock champions as they push their
limits, achieve the impossible and never crack under pressure.
Angelo Binaghi, President of the Italian Tennis Federation, said: “The Next Gen ATP Finals are delighted to
have TAG Heuer join our exciting and innovative event which showcases the stars of the future. Although
only in its second year, this tournament has already garnered world-wide interest because of its groundbreaking approach to developments in the presentation of the sport.
“The Italian Tennis Federation is ready to set up a new edition of these Finals, with ATP and Coni Servizi,
and the support of Fondazione Fiera Milano, Ente Fiera, Regione Lombardia and Milan municipality.
We expect this event to be not only very exciting, but also capable of responding fully to the needs of
producing a great stage for tomorrow’s world tennis dominators. We also trust that our Next Gen ATP Finals
will confirm Milan as a strategic city for our national and international tennis movement.”
Jean-Claude Biver, CEO, TAG Heuer, said: “We are very happy to partner today with such an innovative,
disruptive and young event like the Next Gen ATP Finals. We share the same values and we strongly
believe in the future of those young talents full of promise, such as our Friend of the Brand Denis
Shapovalov. Our role as Official Timekeeper proves our expertise as avant-garde timekeeper of some of
the most important sport events in the world”
Several of the world’s most exciting prospects have already sealed their spot in the elite season-ending
event. Canadian Shapovalov, who once again features among the leading positions in the ATP Race to
Milan, is a TAG Heuer Friend of the Brand, joining a long stellar list of legendary sport ambassadors. The
fast rising Canadian said: “Congratulations to TAG Heuer for becoming the official timekeeper of the Next
Gen ATP Finals in Milan. Last year I qualified for the Next Gen ATP Finals and it was a memorable
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experience for me. As TAG Heuer’s Brand Ambassador, I am stoked that TAG chose to support the Next
Gen Finals which is a great showcase for the younger generation of ATP players to show the world their
talent and skills.”
In addition to TAG Heuer’s involvement with the on-court clock, the 25-second Shot Clock and Hawkeye
Live technology link to a TAG Heuer Connected Watch used by umpires, the 2018 Next Gen ATP Finals
will continue numerous other innovations successfully trialed at the inaugural event last year.
These will include the best-of-five set format, shorter sets to 4 (tiebreak at 3-All), No-Lets and In-Match
player coaching via head-sets. The player warm-up will be reduced by a further minute (from 5 minutes to
4) from the second player walk-on, and players will be instructed to use a towel rack at the back of the
court to remove the onus on ball kids to handle towels. Free crowd movement in the stadium and a limit of
1 medical time out per match will also remain.
###
Contacts:
ATP: Simon Higson (shigson@atpworldtour.com)
About the Next Gen ATP Finals
The Next Gen ATP Finals is the season-ending tournament for the world’s best 21-and-Under players. The
tournament features the best seven qualified players of the season (as determined by the ATP Rankings
on Monday 29 October 2018), plus one wild card, battling for US$ 1.335 million in prize money over five
days of competition. As well as providing a platform to promote the stars of tomorrow, the tournament will
also provide an opportunity to trial new rules and innovation in the sport. The event, run in partnership with
the Italian Tennis Federation and the Italian Olympic Committee, is set to take place in Milan through 2021.
About the Italian Tennis Federation
The Italian Tennis Federation (FIT) was born on May 18th 1910 in Florence, with 26 clubs affiliated and
with the Marquise Pietro Antinori as President. The actual president is Angelo Binaghi. The FIT, that counts
now 370,000 members, has the aim to regulate, develop and promote tennis in Italy. Such as all other
recognised Italian sport Federations, the FIT joins the CONI, the Italian National Olympic Comitee, and it
works together with the ITF, the International Tennis Federation.
About TAG Heuer
In 1860, at the age of 20, Edouard HEUER founded his watchmaker’s workshop in the Jura Mountains of
Switzerland. Creating the mikrograph in 1916, sponsoring F1 teams in the 70s or launching the first luxury
connected watch in 2015 are just some examples of the major technical innovations, ultimate accuracy and
passion for disruptive design that define our unique spirit. TAG Heuer owes much of its renown to the
excellence of its chronographs and sport watches. The success of these instruments in sports competitions
has contributed to TAG Heuer’s reputation and has played a decisive role in the industry, in scientific
laboratories and even on the battlefield. This involvement finds its roots in the first Olympic Games, when
the level of performance became such that it was necessary to invent new ways to measure it. TAG Heuer
rose to the challenge of achieving an always higher precision, that today is able to cut time to 1/10,000th of a
second. Headquartered in La Chaux-de-Fonds, TAG Heuer operates in 4 production sites, mastering the
whole watchmaking process, and is active on all continents through 4500 points of sale, including 170 TAG
Heuer boutiques, now directly on www.tagheuer.com in a selection of markets.
#DontCrackUnderPressure is more than a claim - it is a mindset. More information on wwww.tagheuer.com
Instagram : @tagheuer, Twitter : @TAGHeuer, Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/TAGHeuer

